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HOW WE STARTED

Before 1999, women have played a 

peripheral role in the development 

of our economy. Today we can 

proudly say that as SAWIMA we 

have tried to put ourselves at the 

centre of economic development in 

this country. As such, we have 

vigorously driven the process of 

women empowerment in the 

mining sector.



The South African Women in Mining Association 

(SAWIMA) was launched in December 1999

• At the time, there was an alarming absence

of women’s participation in the mining

industry.

• Vision of the first female Minister, was to see 

women play a more prominent role in mining, 

at all levels.

SAWIMA has taken on this responsibility with passion and vigor

WHO WE ARE



CORE PURPOSE

▪Assist women mining groups, 

particularly those in the formal 

economy to obtain mineral rights 

and operate businesses in the mining 

sector.

▪Address socio-economic challenges 

that confront women in mining 

sector.

▪Promote women empowerment in 

the mining sector, in accordance 

with the provisions of the mining 

charter.

CORE VALUES

A T T R A C T ,

E N G A G E &

C O N V E R T

Accountability and that includes: 

integrity, credibility, 

professionalism, consistency, 

visibility, ambassadorial and 

accessibility.

Authenticity: this requires a 

reasonable measure of 

transparency, discipline and 

confidentiality.

Honesty which requires reliability, 

trustworthiness and loyalty.
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SAWIMA 
ACHIEVEMENTS

•Members have been issued with acceptance 

letters and granted rights for mining permits in 

different minerals in their capacities as individuals 

and in cooperatives.

•Our women are active in the manufacturing of PPE 

for mines, more specifically our women have been 

actively involved in making masks to fight COVID 

within the mining community.

•Some of our women provide cleaning and 

catering services to mines and some even start 

small businesses by way of tuck shops in the 

mines.

•We have been in logistics transporting  

commodities from mine to the mine, ports and 

powerstations.

•We are supplying operational equipment such 

as Grizzly screens in different sizes, primary and 

secondary Jaw crushers, cone crushers 

Excavators in different sizes, TLB, Screening 

plants and conveyer belts.

• We have stakeholders from all avenues of life

such as cable manufacturing which is an integral

and yet understated aspect of the mining 

process.

•Our reach has extended far beyond the 

boarders of South Africa as we work on building 

synergies and relationships with other SADC 

countries like the DRC which is rich in minerals.

• Some of our women are rendering security  

guards services, riot squad control in the  

mines.

• Some of our members have o have done  

civil construction projects in the mines

• Our members are in possession of small  

scale mining skills conducted by MQA  

facilitated by MINTEK.

• The DMRE has played a vital role with the  

pilot project of small scale mining  

programme in Mpumalanga and North  

west by capacitating our members and  

other women with skills to aquire mining  

permits and today we are proud to share  

that they are issued with acceptance 

letters.



CLOSING

Ultimately, the kind of work 

we do has opened us up to 

many avenues available for 

women to infiltrate the 

industry and we believe 

there is immeasurable value 

for women to not only forge 

their way through the 

barriers that exist in our 

sector.but to also rally 

together and work in 

harmony towards achieving 

equality and transformation 

in the sector.




